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ARBZILLA PAPER



ABOUT US
Arbzilla is the project owned and managed, 
comes with a large supply for all the people 

in the world.
sprouted out of necessity due to the 

increasing scams and rugpulls around the 
crypto-space. After being victims of countless 

scams, the Founder decided to make a 
project and token for the community that will 

serve a legitimate purpose.

Arbzilla Founder, having a marketing & 
development background and experience in 

crypto-space since early 2017 saw the 
opportunity to create a real project driven by 

strong loyal community.

arbzilla comes with great security, lock lp, 
renounce ownership, experienced and wise 

founders.



OUR MISSION

ArbZilla mission is to change the space and make 
it safer for the global crypto community, specifically 

in new token launches where most of the issues 
exist revolving crypto scams.

Arbzilla's vision is a future where all legitimate 
crypto launches are

authenticated through the founders and the 
ArbZilla community.

badges to measure each launch for project safety.

Making our community that supports arbzilla feel 
safe, comfortable and profit is the main mission of 

ArbZilla.



WHY ARBZILLA  ?

COMMUNITY
Arbzilla has a behind the scenes community that always 
supports us.
SAFU

Arbzilla has good security, by locking lp, renounce 
ownership and having project clarity.

GREAT MARKETING
Our founder has 5 years of experience in the crypto world, 
so he has a team to manage ArbZilla's marketing, what is 
clear is that Arbzilla "WILL NOT WASTE MONEY 
MARKETING" because our founder has his own marketing 
strategy.

UTILITY
Arbzilla will make ZILLASWAP ON ARBITRUM, NFT, and 
Dapps.





BACK TO LP 1%
All transactions

Every transaction will return to liquidity, so the liquidity will 
automatically increase.



MARKETING 2%
All transactions

2% of the transaction tax is used for marketing, we will pay 
several artists to make arbzilla well known, including to 
develop utilities such as zillaswap which we will make on 
the arbitrum network.
Beyond the basics, ArbZilla project using innovative ways to 
expand while reaching new users, investors and traders.



THANK YOU FOR 
SUPPORT US !

Telegram : https://t.me/arbzilla
Twitter : https://twitter.com/@arb_zilla

https://t.me/arbzilla
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